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A B S T R A C T   

Nano-structured materials gain a vast market acceptance mainly due to their overarching 
endurance. Nanofibrillar cellulose (NFC) is one example of an augmenting agent unviable for 
production by small and medium enterprises (SMEs) due to the underlying process complexity. 
This study aims to characterise the NFC-alternative cells denoted as TRX-cellsⓇ, which is a mix of 
cellulose and non-cellulose components, ruling out its status as ‘cellulose nanofibers, CNF’. The 
aim to test-fit the TRX-cells® production process into the circularity model was executed by 
deliberating on the usability of the byproduct. In doing so, fibrous oil palm empty fruit bunch 
(EFB) was treated with dioxydanyl radicals (DIOR) and homogenised. The rapid EFB-DIOR re-
action at 70◦C targeting dearomatisation reaction in a 10%-solid open system was performed 
before refining the DIOR-treated EFB to micro-scale fibres. Subjecting the micro-fibres to 17 kWh/ 
mt PFI-milling yielded 85–95% of nano-scale fibrous mass. Relative to the stiff micro-fibres, the 
nano-scale cells web exhibit 34–41% softness enhancement judged from the web tear resistance 
profile associated with inter-fibre space reduction. Advanced chromatographic evidence for 27% 
xylan amongst TRX-cells®’ total aldo-sugars was one form of the non-cellulose nano-component. 
High-resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy hyphenated to Energy Dispersive Analysis of 
X-ray (HRTEM-EDX) elemental mapping showed a 0.4 atomic percentage of nano-biominerals, 
confirming the presence of the redistributed dearomatised cells adjacent to cellulose held in 
the web of the hemicellulose. Shearing at the dearomatised inter-cell wall layers by PFI mill 
peeled 5 nm–100 nm thickness laminae. The smorgasbord of cellulose and non-celluloses resulted 
in crystallinity comparable to softwood NFC of approximately 60%, with unique preservation and 
precision-printing enabling properties. Given the non-recyclability of the DIOR-treated EFB 
microfibres, nestling the rapid waste transformation process into the circularity model shed light 
on circular bio-nanotechnology to the spectrum of opportunity for zero-waste, reduced emission 
and net zero carbon practices on top of an added value from waste transformation to a product.   
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Oil palm residue circular management 

With the prolonged conflicts between the world’s sunflower oil producers, palm oil suppliers remain in solidarity to protract a 
smooth global edible oil supply as an economic substitute [1,2] while preventing aggravation of the food crisis. The food oil supply is 
also projected to surge with the current rising demand from newly booming nations like India [3], in addition to the outpouring of the 
global population [4–6]. Alongside the enormous multi-billion-dollar supply of oil for global needs [7,8] comes the fibrous fruit bunch 
residues housing various forms of commodities. Cellulose, extractives and lignin are the often-referenced commodities (Fig. 1) besides 
the hidden and less said flavours, pigments, therapeutics and countless others. 

Deliberation on the fruit bunch fibrous residues brought about enormous research on the remnant’s potential uses with briquette, 
animal feed, fertilisers and biofuel [16–18] already in the industry’s integrated business model. Due to the ensuing high-capital and 
high-scale operational demand required of nanomaterials manufacturing, the advanced OPR (oil palm residues) transformation to the 
nanoscale functional materials needs clear-sighted planning to avoid resource-intensiveness. 

1.2. Nano cellulose and EFB-nanotechnology attraction 

Economic pure cellulose extraction [19,20] unfolded the numerous chlorine-based systems [21–23] that yield pure cellulose fibres, 
and consequently low yield. While chlorine-related operation systems [19,20] are only scanty, sulfur-based fibre extraction process 
[24,25], may be more superior from yield perspectives. The revived sulfur-based systems like the Magnefite process that evolved with 
an efficient resource recovery can be smartly designed to reroute wastes such as fines to nanocellulose production [25]. Conversion of 
wastes to monetary values is recommended to leverage the extra capital underpinning the stringent ‘cleansing’ requirements to curb 
the corrosive emissions and discharge treatment. Some of these and other alkali techniques have also been proven successful in 
purifying cellulose from the oil palm empty fruit bunches (EFB) [20,21,26–28] at the laboratory scale. Nanocellulose and nano-
whiskers at less than 50% yield was possibly generated, all of which are characterised by the nanometre scale diameter of the fibrils 
[28–30]. 

The year-round abundant EFB prompted astounding research on nanofibrillar cellulose (NFC) and microfibrillated cellulose (MFC) 

Fig. 1. Commodity load in the oil palm fruit bunch vascular bundles hailed in the market as the “dried long fibre” based on scholarly sour-
ces [9–16]. 
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production. Prior works on transforming EFB to NFC [11–15,31] unveiled three essential processing stages: fibre extraction, purifi-
cation and intensive diminution. EFB as feedstock in fibre extraction with subsequent lignin removal steps and diminution of fibres are 
the critical processes leading to the desired NFC. Ferrer and team [11] materialised the like of NFC from EFB by the multistage 

Fig. 2. DIOR-PFI synergistic impacts (a) at two principal energy phases versus the mixed forms of liberated cells and (b) schematic of PFI mill 
showing the bar spin direction, bedplate and the friction regions exerting shearing and cutting effects. 
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mechanical milling of unbleached fibres derived from the soda-anthraquinone (soda-AQ) technique. Nanometre cellulose was 
obtainable by refining, ultra-high energy milling, followed by microfluidisation for diminuting the solvent-cleansed fibres. Fareezal 
and co-workers [13] used soda-AQ pulp as a precursor and removed the non-cellulosic components to the maximum by seven-stage 
bleaching to yield cellulose I. The nano-fibrillated cellulose emerged upon ultrasonication. Similar steps were adopted by Fatah 
and team [12], where the soda-AQ technique was employed to extract EFB fibre followed by cold alkaline peroxide bleaching, acid 
hydrolysis, centrifugation and high-speed homogenisation [12]. Decided by the fibre extraction technique, the NFC yield was 
approximately 30% based on the yield of the soda-AQ pulping technique. From the economic perspective, the enormous capital 
entailing the complex, low-yield and time-consuming process imposes a magnificent risk. With the track record of EFB-fed pulping 
mills ceasing pulp production [32–34], the practicality of adopting EFB is discredited mainly due to the scattered biomass sources. 
Such issues are resolvable by availing a standardised process that flexibly operates on-site on a small to micro scale, reducing the 
capital-related risks by a narrowed materials and energy loop. 

1.3. Resource-efficient process and product alternatives 

This study adapted the alkaline peroxide lignin modification concept to the oil palm empty fruit bunch, EFB. We maximised the 
dioxydanyl radicals (DIOR) generated upon premixing hydrogen peroxide with sodium hydroxide at high alkalinity (Reaction 1). 

H2O2 +OH− → ⋅OOH
Dioxydanyl radicals(DIOR) + H2O (1) 

These radicals-initiated electron localisation and cleavage of the aromatic ring into an aliphatic moiety, denoted ‘radical-altered 
lignin’ or “RADIAL”. The resultant ‘dearomatisation’ is outlined in Reaction 2. 

Dioxydanyl radicals (DIOR) engendering lignin conversion to auxochromic molecules [9,35–39] was the driver for the two-in-one 
cellulose extraction and photo-stabilizing processes, which delineated the method to other fibre extraction techniques. Going inde-
pendent of pressurised digester and eliminating the need for a separate bleach plant is the instantaneous path to capital-saving [35,36]. 
The lignin modification concept driven by DIOR allows the system to offer high-yield and high-brightness output, fulfilling the 
resource efficiency criteria posited by Pena et al. [40]. Thus, nano cells comprising cellulose and non-cellulose from the 
EFB-DIOR-Diminution retain >95% yield profile. Being a mandatory feature of circularity, resource-efficient criteria warrant the 
technique’s flexible adaptation to the small and medium enterprises (SMEs), which are currently the backbone contributors to the 
gross domestic product (GDP) of numerous global nations [41]. The inclusivity of SMEs in emerging economies [42] is critical for the 
smooth transition to a circular bioeconomy. 

This study extends the innovative fibre extraction principles developed by Cort and Bohn [35] to the circular management of EFB 
incorporating nanotechnology with Reaction 2 as the theoretical basis for biomass structural perturbation (Fig. 2a). Subjecting the 
feedstock containing significant RADIALS with such mechanical impact as the applied PFI milling (Fig. 2b) caused the fibre cell wall to 
collapse. Fig. 2a schematises the deconstruction effects and the underlying impacts based on the examined tensile profile versus the cell 
morphological transition [42]. 

At half the maximum PFI milling ever reported for EFB [11], the fibre web’s resistance to the pulling forces revealed an 
extraordinary tensile index (54 mN/g [42] arising from the synergy between sophisticated molecular scale bonding amongst the 
heterogenous cell mass (Fig. 2a). The mechanical interlocking, interdiffusion, electrostatic, capillary bridge, micro-compression, 
hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces as well as the C–O::H related hydrogen bonding [43,44] were plausibly the influential 
binding forces amongst the generated cells. As a result, the resistance to pulling bolstered, ruling out the tensile-impeding effects of the 
cut and shortened fibres in Fig. 2a. 

Indeed, earlier research on alkaline peroxide pulping of EFB proved the possibility of a high-strength fibre web that was only 
imperfect for recycling. The drawback is grievous considering the existing 680,000 trees-equivalent local paper wastes [45] and those 
occupying 10–40% of worldwide landfills. Thus, attempts to divert such non-recyclable fibres [39,46] and transform them into a 
value-added commodity is a saviour move towards a “closed, extended, and intensifying loops strategy” described by Morales and team 
[47] for circularity. In this study, we transformed the non-recyclable fibres to a higher-value cell mass for microscopic, spectroscopic, 
and crystallographic analyses. The understanding deepened by correlating the data with the functional properties imparted by the cells 
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Fig. 3. Web durability versus morphological transition with beating impact portrayed on (a) the tear resistance profile, (b) the fibrous mass (i) the 
split end of a fibre bundle, (ii) a mix of single-fibres and fibre bundles and (iii-v) intensity of translucent cell mass (circles) correlated to (c) the non- 
fibril cell mass (CM) layers that form the point of defect for tearing. 
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in several applications. Through the findings, the process fit within the oil palm residue (OPR) circularity model was assessed. 

2. Methods 

The transformation of the cell with the applied mechanical energy was examined by qualitative and quantitative analyses via 
classical and advanced microscopy, spectroscopy and crystallography of the feedstock, the generated cells and the by-products. Mann- 
Whitney non-parametric significant difference assessment was run using Minitab 9.0. Related data was yield, tear indices (Fig. 3) and 
crystallinity derived from XRD and FTIR. The derived p-values were used to ascertain the observed trend. For replication expecting p >
0.5 (e.g. yield and crystallinity), the obtained percentages are reported as a range. 

2.1. Morphological transition portrayed on web durability 

Non-recyclable pulp from the oil palm empty fruit bunches (EFB) vascular bundles was produced by mechanical refining of the 
pretreated EFB. EFB (500 μm particles) pre-treatment involved reaction at 70 ◦C in a premixed Merck, Schubart, Germany analytical 
grade sodium hydroxide (4%) and hydrogen peroxide (5%) for generating perhydroxyl or dioxydanyl radical, DIOR. The temperature, 
ambient pressure and alkalinity were kept constant throughout the treatment duration without the use of a pulping digester. A custom 
design setup was employed to ensure constant contact between the biomass and the DIOR solution despite a 10-to-1 liquor-to-biomass 
ratio. For possessing a Kappa Number of 90% (±5%), the fibres are non-chemical pulp and acceptably a high-yield pulp or a semi- 
chemical pulp. 

Diminution of the DIOR-treated EFB at 4% pulp consistency with Andritz Sprout-Bauer 12″ single disc refiner operating at 54.95 
kWh/t specific refining energy generated micrometre fibres (micro-fibres) and fibre bundles at 85–95% yield. Intensive fibrillation via 
Thwing Albert Laboratory PFI milling starting from 200 to 10,000 revolutions per TAPPI T248 sp-21 (1997) [48]. Beating was per-
formed on 4 g sample portions placed in the thoroughly cleaned PFI bedplate with the dirt-free rotating bar to achieve the calibrated 
impact. The total process duration was 60–90 min, depending on the applied beating revolutions and all diminution settings gave 
>95% yield. Webs of cells derived from each milling energy underwent tear resistance and optical tests per TAPPI (1997) Test Method 
T414 om-98 and T425 [49,50], respectively. Tear indices marked for each milling revolution (Fig. 3a) are the average value from ten to 
fifteen replicates (10 < n < 15). The transition from intact fibre and fibre bundles (μ-fibre web, μW) to laminae of cell walls (nano-cell 
web, NW) in the cell mass is taken as the predictor of “softness” in view of component redistribution and exposure tendencies. The 
entailing percentage change in tear web behaviour is as follows (Equation 1a and 1 b):  

Change in Tear Index (%)=(TearNW-Tear μW) / Tear μW) ×100 …                                                                                             [1a]  

Difference in Tear Index (%) = [(TearNW-Tear μW) / ((Tear NW + Tear μW)/2)] ×100 …                                                            [1b]  

2.2. Cell microscopy 

The 3D appearance of delaminated cells was captured using Leo Supra 50VP Carl Zeiss Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The 
standard R200 or ‘accepts’ amongst the pulp mass is denoted microfibres or “μ-fibre” and the PFI-milled cells registered with the “TRX- 
cellsⓇ” trademark are also referenced as “nano cells” and “TRX”, interchangeably. 

High-resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM, FEI TECNAI G2) of the obtained cells mounted on copper and lacey 
carbon grids enhanced the qualitative and semi-quantitative elemental mapping through the Oxford X-MaxN 80 mm2 with INCA 
software. A prolonged electron bombardment triggering rupture of the non-conductive hydrocarbon cells was the mark for differ-
entiating the cells from the lacey carbon. 

2.3. Relative crystallinity 

X-ray Diffraction (XRD), designed for clearcut crystallography of inorganic crystal lattices, was employed to benchmark the overall 
crystallinity transition of the feedstock to nano cells. Crystallinity values commonly derived from XRD were used to probe the raw 
changes of the cell mass while specific changes in the organic functional groups related to DIOR reaction with EFB were spotted in 
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) relative crystallinity. The X-ray Diffractograms of the raw material (Biomass Feedstock), microfibre 
(μ-fibre) and the nano cells or TRX-cellsⓇ were compared. XRD was performed on a goniometer using CuKα anode radiation generated 
at 40 kV and 35 mA. The CuKα radiation consists of Kα1 (0.15406 nm), Kα2 (0.15443 nm) and the subtracted Kβ2 (0.13923 nm) 
component. The 0.5–1 mm slits were fixed for a 320 mm goniometer working radius to handle signals from approximately 0.5–1 g 
dried samples mounted onto a quartz stub. Samples’ crystallinity indices (CI) were calculated from the height ratio between the in-
tensity of the crystalline peak (I200 - IAM) and total intensity (I200) after correction for the background signal (Equation (2)). The 
crystallinity index was derived from equation (2), deemed the most robust measure for crystallinity derivation proposed by Park and 
team (2010) [51].   

Crystallinity Index, CI––(I200 - IAM)/ (I200) …...                                                                                                                         [2] 
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Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra of the soft matter possessing weaker intercomponent bonds (cf. inorganic crystal latices) 
typical of cellulosic samples (EFB feedstock, dioxydanyl-reacted refined EFB (‘μ-fibres’) and PFI-milled mass) were acquired using the 
PerkinElmer’s Frontier FT-IR/NIR interfaced with MIR-TGS detector and UATR accessories. A total of 16 cumulative scans were taken, 
at a resolution of 8 cm− 1, in the default frequency range of 4000-650 cm− 1. Similar to the work of Ciolacu and team [52], crystallinity 
values were then derived from the ratio of the absorbance signals (Abs) corresponding to bands sensitive to crystallinity changes at 
2900 cm− 1 with the relatively unsusceptible band at 1372 cm− 1 as indicated in Equation (3).  

Crystallinity = Abs2900/Abs1372 × 100 …. …. …                                                                                                                       [3]  

2.4. Spectroscopic analysis 

Functional group transformation was also tracked via PerkinElmer’s Frontier FT-IR/NIR interfaced with the MIR-TGS detector and 
UATR accessories. The nano cell isolates were dried and analysed in triplicate. Dearomatisation, referencing the cleavage of the 
benzene ring due to electron localisation in the presence of dioxydanyl radical, was detected by examining the 1000-1500 cm− 1 region. 

Peroxide consumption, tracking dioxydanyl-radical reaction with lignin, was determined by detecting the colour of the peroxo- 
molybdic acid complex (PMAC) via Shimadzu UV-Visible 1601 PC Spectrophotometer. PMAC’s yellow colour formed from 2.4 
molybdate binding to peroxide to form the peroxo-molybdic acid complex. 2.4 molybdate was prepared by dissolving 0.10 g of 
(NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O in 250 ml 0.5 M sulfuric acid. Calibration standards containing 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 μl hydrogen peroxide 
solution (30%) in 5 ml of the molybdate solution were prepared using distilled water. In duplicate, 500 μl spent liquor was added to 5 
ml 2.4 molybdate agent and homogenised by manual shaking before filtration. 

2.5. Saccharide speciation 

Analysis of sugar monomers was performed in accordance with the standard method in TAPPI T249 [53]. Hewlett Packard HP 6890 
Gas Chromatograph interfaced with Supelco SP-2380 Fused Silica capillary column operating at 13 psi pressure with 20 cm/s gas flow 
and a 100 split-ratio performed the speciation. The set oven temperature was 250 ◦C and the injection temperature was 275 ◦C. 

2.6. Circularity fit assessment 

Tagging the waste-derived commodity to the commercialised and experimented products [10,16–18,46,54–56] into the 
pre-described basic circularity model [57] allowed the extension of the waste transformation routes. Ample considerations on in-
dustrial symbiosis and the criteria for organic and inorganic carbon sequestration described in the literature [58,59] set the predictor 
for carbon fixation at the midpoint. The parameters and the details on the relevant works exemplifying the residues fit into the model 
are simplified and presented (Table S5, Supplementary Materials) as the basis for the quantitative fit assessment. 

3. Results 

3.1. Cell wall delamination: transition to soft materials 

The high-yield (85–95%) dioxydanyl radical-treated (DIOR-treated) EFB non-recyclable fibres witnessed a morphological transi-
tion with the resultant web durability providing a cue for the web and individual cell strengths. In contrast to the web’s resistance to 
pulling, tear obstruction (Fig. 3a) manifested as the split fibres (Fig. 3bi) underwent an intensified PFI milling. 

Evident from the tear profile (Fig. 3a), as the exposed EFB components (circles, Fig. 3b iii-v) increased, the ease of the crack to 
propagate in the direction of Elmendorf tearing force increased, mimicking the behaviour for soft matter [60], or mouldable materials 
inclusive of polymers and gels [61]. The existence of a ‘process zone’ [62] at the crack initiation microregion is one of the factors for 
materials’ tear resistance, which Morries [63] attributed to the sum of the impeded tear strength of the individual constituents. Specific 
to the studied cells constituting the web, the decrement correlates with the degree of binding materials exposure. While the first 
down-trend phase is associated with the perturbation of binder (Reaction 2) that causes the fibre bundles to split (Fig. 3bi-ii), the more 
vivid phase of tear obstruction correlates with the extent of fibrous mass redistribution shown as the circled cell mass (CM) in Fig. 3b 
iii-v, which possesses lower strength than their intact fibrils (IF). 

Tear, which occurs by propagation of cracks from the strain-concentrate initiation point, involves obstruction along the sacrificial 
bond [62]. In the case of the generated cells, the tearing occurred at the CM-IF interface (Fig. 3c), suggesting a weakening of the web as 
the thin cells formed the fixation points on the intact fibril in the cell web. As beating intensified, the redistributed mass of binding 
materials consisting of both the DIOR-reacted or the dearomatised ligno-fragment and the DIOR-resistant non-cellulosic became the 
interlayer binder in between fibrils. The CM-IF resulted in webs of declining tear indices similar to the profile uncovered portrayed by 
softwood fibres [64]. As the cell mass compacted into a 60-gsm web (Supplementary Materials, page 2), the inter-fibre micropores 
were filled up with the soft elements, restricting constituent mobility or ability to slide, which Eltahan [65] identified as a factor for the 
declining tear strength. 

Facile by reaction 2, shearing at the radical-weakened cell wall binder (as the fibrous mass was sandwiched between the rotating 
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bar, A in Fig. 2b, and the bedplate, B in Fig. 2b) gave rise to the mass of extremely thin cells. Shearing at the lamellar binder (inter-fibre 
cell wall, Fig. 3b-i) was super likely compared to the cleavage of primary bonds, given the mechanical nature of the impact. Re-
searchers [66–68] identified the DIOR-resistant hemicellulose [69], pectin, polyphenolic material, structural glycoproteins, and small 
quantities of proteins as constituents of the fibres’ amorphous matrices. The transition to soft materials was vivid as the dried 60-gsm 
web formed a translucent network with 74% opacity (Supplementary document). A suspension of these cells appeared as ‘clouds of 
matter’ (Fig. 4a(i-ii)) under the light microscope and was apparent as peeled cells under the electron lenses (Fig. 4a(iii)). Judging from 
the tear profile, cells’ softness, therefore, has inerrably increased by 26%. 

Besides cell thinning (that favoured web tensile over tear resistance), segmentation of the recalcitrant lignified S2 and S3 structures 
upon contact with the sharp-edged bar-fibre-bedplate region (C, Fig. 2b) is evident in Fig. 4b. The image represents the heavily glued 
multi-layered structures [70–72] typical of monocots [73], which thickened throughout the microfibre biosynthesis [74,75,76]. The 
continued centrifugal forces during PFI milling smoothened a portion of the fibre film against the bedplate while a portion settled 
between the bars. As the microfibres peeled to thin cells, part of the cell walls liberated while the recalcitrant remained semi-detached 
to the parent fibres (Fig. 4a(iii) & 4 b) if not cut by the sharp PFI mill bar edges (C, Fig. 2b). 

Overall, impacts from the rotor bars caused excessive fibrillation, intra-fibre bond breaking, fibre cutting (segmentation) and 
external fibrillation, which led to cell wall peeling or ‘delamination’. Significant cellulosic and non-cellulosic redistribution, in turn, 
exposed the amorphous regions. In essence, the outcome of the Class 2 refining [77] was an amorphous, hydrophilic mass verified by 
the vibrational spectra and the x-ray diffractogram (XRD) in Fig. 5a and b, respectively. 

Fig. 4. Evidence of cell wall delamination showing (a) overlapping of translucent fibre with the delaminated parent fibre (i), laminae with semi- 
transparent cf. darker tones marking multiple cell layers (ii) and the related electron microscopic image (iii) with (b) extended evidence of cracking 
or vertical trim of the fibre (right) mapped to a schematic model of the fibre structure (left). 
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Fig. 5. FTIR and XRD analyses for approximating the relative crystallinity.  
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3.2. Crystallinity and dimensional accounts of softening transition 

The refining stage that generated pulp mass denoted “μ-fibre” offered cell mass possessing the highest semi-crystallinity attrib-
utable to the ordered cellulose and the ordered dearomatised components surrounding the predominantly intact fibres. Extended 
milling, however, unravelled the radical-altered structures (RADIALS) and DIOR-resistant hemicelluloses, causing a 7–14% drop in 
crystallinity. Signals associated with the preferred (110) and (200) crystal lattices [78,76] show crystallinity reduction of the milled 
nano-scale cells (denoted TRX-cellsⓇ) attributable to the attenuated intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bond of the lignocellulosic 
composite. The apparent enlargement in the FTIR signal (3350 cm− 1) in Fig. 5a is consistent with the collective increase in the hy-
droxyl groups with RADIAL (Reaction 2). 

Masking of the cellulosic structure, evident in Fig. 3c, arose from the redistributed hemicellulose holding the fibrils. Speciation of 
monosaccharide revealed 27% xylan, which is only second after glucose. The found xylan predominance (Fig. 6) is consistent with 
previous illumination by Rathamat et al. [79] and Thomas et al. [80], implying the supinity of xylan towards DIOR. The redistributed 
recalcitrant and chemically modified cells, including the non-cellulosic mass, led to an overall 31–38% crystallinity enhancement as 
the EFB (37–46% crystallinity) transformed to its nanoscale cell mass with 55–62% crystallinity, which is comparable to the pure 
cellulose nanofibers from chemical pulp [81–83]. Details of the transition are presented in Supplementary Materials, Table S3. 

Tracked by the presence of the nanometre scale calcium (amongst other nano-elements, Fig. 7) via High-resolution Transmission 
Electron Microscopic (HRTEM) elemental mapping was the liberated middle lamella (ML) glueing the fibre bundles – an added factor 
to the lowered crystallinity. The detected nano calcium is plausibly associated with the calcium pectinate’s role in mediating ionic 
interactions linking ML pectins to the pectins in the primary cell walls. The evidence also provides a matching account for cell thinning 
in line with ML’s reported 50 nm thickness [85]. 

In addition, the high-resolution HRTEM testified the cell’s thickness ranging from 5 to 100 nm (Fig. 8a-d), verifying the plausible 
presence of ML and ‘fibrils embedded in hemicellulose’ [85]. As much as ML prevented living cells from sliding away from each other, it 
somewhat restrained the complete liberation of the fibril, defying the generated cell mass as nanorods. 

In essence, alongside the cascaded TRX-cells are extractable by-products (Fig. 9a) inclusive of the nanometre scale bio-binder that 
co-exists with bio-inorganics. Disruption of DIOR access limits is the way towards an ultra-high yield technology (A, Fig. 9a) for nano- 
cell production. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Disrupting DIOR access limit for an ultra-high-yield bio-nanotechnology 

The obtained nanoscale elements and the recalcitrant structures defined the dioxydanyl radicals (DIOR) access limits. System 
heterogeneity, DIOR-resistant non-lignin components and the disrupted lignified cell walls require softening actions to unlock the 
100% nano cell yield. 

Based on the radicals’ affinity towards the high electron density molecule, the DIOR-lignin reaction led to lignin fragmentation with 
the radical-altered lignin (RADIAL) retained in the nano cell mass while freeing the fluorescing coumarin. The observation somewhat 
correlates with the illumination by Zwichmayr and co-researchers [86] despite conceptualising Reaction 2 from the light of a ho-
mogenous action of excess dioxydanyl radical towards the rate-limiting trace 2,5-DHAP in a chemical pulp. In the heterogeneous 
system involving EFB (possessing vanillic acid, ferulic acid and syringic acid as components of its lignin moieties [87] and coumaric 
acid), the extent of competing reactions is more complex as these acids are themselves free radical scavengers. The complete DIOR 
consumption (Supplementary Materials, Fig. S3), hints at the need to apply DIOR in strategic phases. The phases also aim to extensively 
reach the captured heavily lignified ‘parent fibres’, domiciling the amorphous constituents, which Ciolacu and team [52] identified as 

Fig. 6. Relative abundance of xylan abundance per Gas Chromatography (circle, left) and its chemical structure (square, middle) reinforcing the 
3-fold xylan linkage (circle, right) to the DIOR-inaccessible hydrophobic lignin region in monocots plausibly envisioned for EFB and the unravelled 
cell mass. Three-fold xylan linkage reproduced under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License [84]. 
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more prone to chemical penetration. Proper fine-tuning targeting the scissions for DIOR infusion could engender further peeling and 
yield of nano laminae. Further liberation of cellulose fibrils is also predictable, which in turn, leads to an intensified inter-fibril 
bonding, overruling the weak point obstructing the tear resistance of the cell web. 

Due to the inertness of cellulose to DIOR, the strongly bound cellulose-twist [43] may define the ultimate limit to TRX yield, hence a 
‘vicinity to 100% yield’. Multiple cell layers co-existing as broader diameter (100 nm–200 nm) elements may include the fibrillated 
cellulose twist emerging as the incompletely delaminated elements. The partial delamination is apparent in the darker halftones in the 
isolated mass of N in Fig. 7a. Besides the non-uniformity, the nanometre diameter cellulose (Fig. 4b) and the redistributed 
non-cellulosic, exemplifying the mass encountered by Pinto [88], were RADIALS and sugar (Fig. 3c) constituting the middle lamella 
with nanometre dimension in the z-direction of the Cartesian axis, thus, fulfilling the ISO criteria for nano-objects [89]. 

At the crux, the generated nano cells were peels unwinding from the microfibre of EFB by 17 kWh/mt shearing impact limited by 
the extent of DIOR penetration. The limit of chemical consumption and delamination, in reiteration, defines the strategy for infusing 
DIOR and hints at the (need for) a clear-sighted move for an absolute yield of the nano-cells from EFB pulp. The more DIOR could 
penetrate, the higher the probability of 100% nano-cell yield, hence directing to circularity practices. 

4.2. Circularity off-shooting from TRX tested applications 

The amorphous cells registered as TRX-cellsⓇ pose unique interactions with other materials, offering a re-engineered surface. The 
saccharide-rich structural affinity for the hydrophilic and less hydrophobic regions of cellulose as Simmons et al. [70,71] and Gran-
tham et al. [72] illuminated, led to an extensive ‘web’ appearance rather than individual short pure cellulose. Besides fibrils in the web 

Fig. 7. Elemental mapping of nano cells showing (a) EDAX chart and (b) distribution of silicon, sodium and calcium in order of abundance in 
original (left) and photo-diffused (right) images with example circle marks for easy visualisation. 

Fig. 8. Transmission-electron micrographs of nano cells revealing (a) the varying extent of fibrillation manifested as varying halftones, (b and c) a 
close-up look at the cell edges and (d) bright-field HRTEM of the cells rupturing upon prolonged 15 keV electron bombardment. 
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Fig. 9. Plant-derived nano fibrous mass (a) generated from a high-yield DIOR process and (b) other comparative pathways demonstrating the 
relative processing duration. 
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of sugar and RADIALS, the detected nanometre scale silicon exposure (Fig. 7) also enhanced the interaction of the cells with other 
surfaces via a sophisticated chemistry of nanoscale materials. 

Incorporating the obtained nano cells (TRX-cellsⓇ or TRX) in fibre suspension in paper-making improved printability by 84% [90] 
while applying 0.0004% (w/v) nano cells as an external coat improved the inkjet printability of commercial 80 gsm paper by 80%. The 
cells’ unique nature offered precision inkjet printability by several distinctive mechanisms like paper pore-masking and bridging of 
inter-fibre gaps. On a commercial paper web consisting of fibres and calcium carbonates, the obtained cells re-engineered the surface 
via an additional partial masking mechanism as TRX canopy formed atop the inorganic substance [46]. The observed canopy effects 
point to the cells’ potential for reducing consumers’ exposure to the trending nanoparticle inorganic fillers used in food packaging. 
TRX is, therefore, potentially a choice or substitute for the nanoparticles to avoid the debated [91–94] health threats. Further research 
is recommended to testify to the potential. 

Besides the paper counterpart, TRX also adds functionality to critical resources. As rice grain coatings, the cells provided superb 
pigment immobilisation dendrites. Coupled with the observed thermo-blanketing, the overall effect was the functional grain longevity, 
extending the shelf life to more than a year without moulding [56]. Recent discovery on the preservative tribute imparted by 
co-heating xylan [95] rationalises the observed grain longevity. The function is an addition of simpler preservation nanotechnology to 
the existing food preservation technology, potentially useful as a food security measure. Against all odds, an extended study reveals 
that a specific cell size enhanced the flexural strength of gypsum waste that would otherwise heap at the dump site. The illumination 
closes the construction resource management loop, joining other forces [96] to establish circularity in construction waste manage-
ment. Indeed, gypsum-TRX integration also marks the “double industrial symbiosis”, considering both entities are of waste origin. 

Resource efficiency achieved by time economy and zero-waste via by-product handy usability are mandatory circularity features. 
The major attributions lie in the absence of cellulose purification steps, rapid refining for microfibre liberation and the 20-min 
maximum duration for PFI milling, resulting in 83–90% shorter time (Fig. 9b) to yield the nano-functional materials. The lignin 
modification concept replacing delignification minimises leaching residue, simultaneously engendering an ultra-high-yield DIOR 
process. The feature gives rise to simple resource recovery from the spent liquor (“Resource Recovery”, Fig. 10), one of which is process 
water recovery by membrane isolation of wax and fluorescence for automotive glazing. All combined, the DIOR process stages crucial 
sustainability features to enhance the nano-cells’ chances for commercial exploitation. Optimal use of specific EFB particle size for TRX 
production saw the minerals-rich fines as a commodity for pollution adsorbent application [55] and channelled other sizes for ap-
plications premised on carbon sequestration. 

Fig. 10 presents the snapshot of TRX-cells production (“TRX-cells® Pigment Immobiliser”, Fig. 10) that places the process snugly in 
the circular oil palm residue management model. The circular resource management within TRX production itself is much simpler than 
the envisioned framework for NFC or bioethanol production from EFB in the prior analyses [45]. 

The model in Fig. 10 also houses the already materialised Thai mushroom production [10] using EFB as a growth substrate. The 
idea has unlocked EFB as a practical feedstock for bioethanol production (EFB for Biofuel, Fig. 10) post-mushroom harvest for the food 
and pharmaceutical markets. The bundle-income model allows Thailand to reap revenue while preparing the feedstock for a renewable 
energy material and simultaneously minimising waste alongside bioethanol generation. The model also envisions the oil palm industry 
as the quadruple-edge revenue analogous to the biomass circularity model of the rubber and rubberwood industry [57]. Actualisation 
of the model would enhance the GDP contribution from the palm oil milling sector through SME embossment that activates the cash 
flow from the primary harvest and its derivatives, as well as from the productive residue management and the pertaining derivatives. 
Such a loop of resource use has proven critical for many industries [97,98] to not only thrive to the test of time and global economic 
turbulence but also revive after a forced halt. 

5. Strengths and limitations 

A high-precision nanoscopic qualitative analysis allowing discrimination between xylan and other carbohydrates would aid the cell 
mass visualisation to further work on surface engineering for variable properties. Such a result would also help verify that the point of 
defect disrupting tear resistance was xylan, as implied by FESEM. The established outcome, however, has provided a clear direction for 
TRX-cells’ applications in paper-based products demanding a pleasurable feel for tearing. Among the nano-scale cells serving the 
proven dual advantage of nano-enabled coating, xylan was the prominent one that broke the code for an alternative food preservation 
technology. On the macro scale, the rapid generation of nano-functional cells is an explicit strength, placing TRX-cells® closer to 
prototyping for commercialisation. 

6. Conclusion 

Nano-enabling cells cascaded from the diminution of fibres from the dioxydanyl radical (DIOR) ultra-high yield process rerouted 
the fibrous non-recyclable waste to the nanotechnology process and applications. The coexisting cellulose and non-cellulose com-
ponents rationalised the fascinating features of colour and composite reinforcements demonstrated for paper, grains and gypsum 
functionalisation. The plethora of useable commodities generated along the nano-cell production implies the process’ good fit into the 
circularity model, fulfilling the desired “closed, extended, and intensifying loops strategy” for ultimate carbon sequestration as end-of-life. 
The potential NFC-alternative cells generated via rapid process illuminate the nanotechnology venture nestling within the circular oil 
palm residue (OPR) management. Leveraging the resource-efficient criteria of the DIOR system provides crystal clear directives to-
wards the clear-sighted circular nanotechnology in EFB utilization not only to prevent waste accumulation and the associated systemic 
impacts from pest infestation, fouling, and open burning but also to generate profits while preparing the material for subsequent use. 
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While reaping the prospectus commodity, the initiative fosters zero-waste and zero-emission goals commensurate with the global 
move toward climate change mitigation. 
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